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 ROMANCE  
 
      
In my childhood summers dolls and vampires were the 

same—by day, benign and named after relatives, but at night able 
to leave in erratic, predatory flight which generally took them to 
Hollywood—to the bedrooms of stars who waited (next to white 
pianos) in ostrich-feather-trimmed, satin dressing gowns that slid 
upon their bodies .  As all my dolls were feminine, there was some 
romantic improbability in this, but gender was to me of no 
consequence.  (Only recently have I learned that Dracula had an 
undead daughter—killed by Scotland Yard.)  Our nurse Hazel also 
flew by night out over the St. Lawrence river channel, probably 
forgetting that vampires do not cross bodies of water. 

  
In summer, romance was, like something always known, 

implicit—woven with insects, light, lead sinkers, sumac, and crow 
feathers into the net of existence.  And there, caught up, were my 
dolls, some small and celluloid, their arms and legs held on by 
elastic, and their bodies having pathological dents which could be 
got out only by pressing in another dent; some large, made of 
distressing white cloth, their legs stitched on with unconvincing 
straight seams.  Their eyes stared and held no knowledge of 
vampire transfiguration, but romance was present, admittedly 
more so when they were not naked. 

 
Their wardrobes I designed and made myself, folding pieces 

of cloth into perfect squares, then cutting a hole for the head.  There 
was not much subtlety and too much diligence in this, and the 
dresses had a sexless geometry, but I found them alluring.  I made 
hundreds and to them added crocheted hats and limp little knit 
sweaters.  Arriving by night in Hollywood their success must have 
been instant. 
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On another metaphysical level were the dolls I cut out  from 
the corset section of the Sears Roebuck catalogue.  Even I could not 
pretend that these trussed figures would fly by night, but they had 
hallucinatory wardrobes, again of my own design, such as were 
never imagined by Sears.  These dolls had no future; once created, 
they were abandoned. 

 
Romance did not center entirely in my dolls.  In my cousin 

Mary Shick’s dolls it took on a moderne, luxe quality from which I 
have never really recovered.  Hers came in lidded, wicker 
baskets—all their little Persian-lamb-trimmed coats, bracelets, silk-
mesh socks, and celluloid brush-and-comb sets (including a nail 
buffer) attached to the lid or put into ruffled silken pockets below.  
Never did a vampire-thought intrude on their indolence nor night 
flight ruffle their curls,  but here was romance, ineffable, 
heartbreaking.  

 
There was, in fact, in the sleek art-deco life of the Shicks 

themselves a luckless quality that was doll-like.   They moved here 
and there—to the croquet lawn and to Cape Vincent—taking their 
bulldog and portable victrola, but unconvincingly. They and their 
servants both had a formal archetypal manner, common to the rich, 
as if they were an expression of something rather than the thing 
itself.  Their guests, named Grace (Eugene) and Angel (George) 
came fittingly from Bethlehem (Pa.).  But when in the evenings they 
danced, the sounds of Mississippi Mud  floating out over the petunia 
beds, I thought it life’s perfect manifestation.  Their fate was, I 
guess, no worse than anyone else’s; it was sad only when compared 
with the perfection of their lives. 

 
It has since always been difficult for me to separate romance 

from dolls or even predation.   I now, it is plain to see, paint dolls, 
and they are still caught in the web of summer with kingfisher, 
dragonfly, snake, bat, moon, and menace.  Lately I have even 
started a series of water-color paper dolls as flat and devoid of 
meaning as those from the Sears catalogue, but with insect patterns 
on their bodies—to the mixed abhorrent-beautiful nature of which   
stupidly insensible.  Oddly, the first of these have turned out also 
to look trussed, as if from the catalogue corset section. Articulation 
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in claw, batwing, segmented insect body, reptile, and skeleton 
seems to return me to an atavistic sense, known in childhood, that 
there is much in existence which reaches one only viscerally or by 
some sudden brain turmoil that upsets all logic; in it menace and 
beauty are exactly equivalent. 

 
Romance was, then, a quality of summer.  Winter returned us 

to Wellesley, where romance was nearly unknown and where 
inattentive children, whose blood barely stirred, filed from one 
classroom to another in imitation of life.  Wellesley was a town  
revealed, extant and untransfigurable.  As with a theory already 
proved, there seemed to be nothing left to think about.  Only the 
dump, particulate and dusty, where objects lay glittering and half-
buried—broken glass; the deep stylish blue of Milk of Magnesia 
bottles (this to disguise the intolerable white content); a wholly new 
bottle, vitreous, rare; or the up-thrust arm of a discarded doll, 
revenant—had complexity and promise.   

 
The light in Wellesley was steady, unperturbed, and without 

duality; it cast long, Protestant shadows.  It shone, barely luminous,  
on the stone churches and  banks—also on the movie theatre, the 
Community Playhouse, not in Wellesley called the Roxy or Bijou.  I 
was not allowed to go there until, when eleven, I was taken to 
Cavalcade, a major anti-romantic movie about war and history but I 
did not need to see Dracula’s Ten Wives to know everything about 
it. The knowledge was innate—if a little diffuse.  My mother, ever-
modern, had given me a book about sex by which I was briefly 
stunned, but I quickly forgot it and turned my attention to less 
problematic matters such as passion and love songs.  

 
I did know all love songs, especially Embraceable You and  

When My  Sugar Walks Down the Street—also  Just a Gigolo  and Lover 
Come Back to Me .   I knew them before they were written. 

 
           The sky is blue, and high above 
  The  moon is new, and so is love. 
          This aching heart of mine keeps saying, 
                     Lover come back to me....... 
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Otherwise romance in Wellesley was found only at Thayer 

McNeil’s shoe store where a machine revealed the skeleton of one’s 
foot and at Woolworth’s, great bazaar of oriental display and wavy 
wooden floors, where everything by mysterious numerology cost 
either five or ten cents.  I often tried to break this spell and looked 
amongst the jeweled pencils, pale-tangerine lipsticks, and fly-paper 
for something that cost either less or more, but I never found it.   

 
Perhaps romance was known in the person of my mother—in 

her laughter, love songs, and in her diamond bracelet, this like a 
glittering serpent—but most often it was found only in summer on 
the St. Lawrence, where the light was profound, aqueous and 
wavy, as if seen in a block of ice; where bats in the rafters of the 
boathouse pulsed by day and stirred in the evening; and where at 
night the river freighters moved processionally by like lighted 
cities, with Hazel—a great, winged shape—circling above. 

 
 When I was twelve, romance came to an end and was never 

known again in its pure, transcendent, childhood form. 
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